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MerchTrends is a monthly content series curated by 
our merchandise experts to share the latest in retail-
inspired trend insights.
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Eco + Sustainability

As we face an evolving climate crisis, the 
importance of reducing, reusing, and recycling 
have never been more important.

Highlighting your corporate commitment to 
sustainability not only positions your brand as 
socially responsible to your customers, but also 
supports crucial initiatives that will reduce our 
carbon footprint.

With the approaching Canadian single-use plastic 
ban, our team has made it a priority to partner 
with vendors who can offer more sustainable 
promo to our customers, so you can feel good 
about the products that represent your brand. 
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Focus on the look and 
feel of organic forms. 
Shapes are simplistic 
and carry neutral matte 
tones.

Smooth forms that 
are minimalistic 
in nature.

Emphasis on 
repurposing, 
reusing and re- thinking 
your approach 
to sustainability.
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HERB SEED PAPER SPROUTER KIT ADIDAS® QUARTER-ZIP PULLOVER THREADFAST SHERPA-LINED DENIM JACKET 
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CUPANION® BOTTLE, 18OZ
The reusable Cupanion® bottle holds carbonation, is dishwasher safe, and comes 
with the exclusive Fill it Forward app. The app allows users to track environmental 
impact and support clean water projects every time they fill their bottle. Fill it 
Forward is B-Corp certified and committed to supporting the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. Fill it Forward app users have diverted 5+ million single-use 
items from our landfills and oceans.
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Cupanion

48

$23.99

Imprint + Sticker

Clear with 20+ lid colours available.
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DEBORAH RECYCLED PEN + HIGHLIGHTER
The Deborah Recycled Plastic Ballpoint Pen and Highlighter combo is made 
from 42.6% post-consumer recycled plastic. Pen uses a twist-action 
mechanism and comes with a soft grip for a comfortable writing experience.

MERCH Trends

P2079

300

$1.08

Imprint

5 colours available
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3.5″ ROUND WOOD COASTER
This 3.5” Round Wood Coaster is made of birch veneer. It is completely 
biodegradable and a 100% sustainable alternative.

MERCH Trends

WD-4000-CO

250

$1.18

Full Colour Imprint.

Natural
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HERB MEDALLION SEED PAPER SPROUTER KIT
The Herb Medallion Seed Paper Sprouter Kit is the perfect eco-friendly 
product. Easily grow herbs indoors any time of the year and use the 
biodegradable pot to plant outside once weather permits. The wrap is made 
of recycled cardstock with a seed paper flower shape attached. Grows a 
blend of basil, parsley, and oregano. Pot is made of biodegradable rice 
material.

MERCH Trends

HMS4569

100

$6.49

Imprint

White Label
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ADIDAS® LIGHTWEIGHT MELANGE QUARTER-ZIP 
PULLOVER
This Lightweight Mélange Quarter-Zip Pullover is made of 100% recycled 
polyester interlock knit. It features a self-fabric mock collar, open hem 
sleeves, and colour contrast adidas logo on the right sleeve. The material is 
also moisture-wicking and has a UPF 50+ rating. Available in a women’s 
companion.
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A475

24

$64.99

Embroidery

3 colours available.
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THREADFAST UNISEX SHERPA-LINED DENIM JACKET
This trendy Sherpa-lined Denim Jacket has a shell that is made of 99% cotton 
and 1% spandex, along with inner Sherpa and sleeve lining made from 100% 
recycled polyester. It features two chest pockets with button flap closures and a 
hidden decorator access zipper.

MERCH Trends

372J

24

$77.99

Embroidery

2 colours available.
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Colours Of The Year

Embrace a fresh start to the year with 
this pairing of hues that highlights a 
feeling of optimism and warmth as we 
navigate 2021.

This year we take on a new addition 
that is bright, promising and 
illuminating. It is paired with a 
contrasting base that is solid and 
familiar.

We celebrate 2021 by introducing 
Illuminating Yellow and Ultimate Grey.
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Rich and warm yellow 
hues are juxtaposed 
against a smooth 
flattened grey. 

Tones are independent 
yet complimentary and 
come together to 
balance one another.
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NOVA SOFT BOUND JOURNAL ASOBU® URBAN BOTTLE
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CUDDLEBUG PILLOWCASE – SMALL
This 14" square pillowcase is the perfect accessory while you work from 
home! You can customize this pillow on both sides and finish your 
masterpiece with your choice of zipper colour. Available with 40 options for 
zipper colours.
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5601-21

50

$11.40 

Full Bleed 4CP Digital Print.

Custom
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NOVA SOFT GRAPHIC WRAP BOUND JOURNAL
Be bold and take note! This Soft Bound Journal features a built-in elastic 
closure, ribbon page marker, document pocket on back cover, and 96 sheets 
of white paper. Includes a full graphic wrap for more ways to showcase your 
brand.
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2900-40

72

$11.55

Custom Graphic Wrap + Deboss

10 colours available.
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ASOBU® URBAN BOTTLE, 16OZ
The Urban Bottle has a 16oz capacity and is vacuum insulated to keep 
beverages at your desired temperature for longer. It features a playful 
colour palette and double-wall stainless steel construction that is built to 
last.
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SBV24

72

$22.99

Imprint

9 colours available.
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AMERICAN APPAREL® UNISEX FLEX FLEECE ZIP HOODIE
Comfort and style bundled in one! This Flex Fleece Zip Hoodie is made of an 
ultrasoft 50/50 polycotton blend. It features a white polyester drawcord, metal 
zipper, and kangaroo pockets.
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F497W

24

$41.39

Embroidery.

21 colours available.
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ADULT BIO-WASHED CLASSIC DAD’S CAP
This classic styled cap is the perfect on-the-go accessory. Made of 100% bio-
washed chino twill, it features an unstructured six-panel low-profile build 
with a pre-curved visor and tri-glide buckle closure.

MERCH Trends

VC300A

24

$9.25

Embroidery.

32 colours available.
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ESSENTIAL INSULATED 15” COMPUTER BACKPACK
The Essential Insulated 15'' Computer Backpack will be your new favourite
everyday bag. The zippered main compartment is spacious for organizing and 
the padded laptop sleeve offers ample protection. Features an insulated 
compartment that's perfectly sized for a bento box or your reusable lunch 
containers.

MERCH Trends

SM-5903

50

$18.15

Digital Heat Transfer.

Graphite.
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Budget Conscious

After a challenging year, many of us are 
thinking thrifty when it comes to business 
expenses and marketing budget.

We’ve got you covered with low-cost 
products that look great and bring fresh 
ideas for your promotional needs.

Explore the latest top 10 product picks 
designed to engage your trend-forward 
audience.
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Clear and 
concise design that is 
simple yet effective.

Focusing on economical 
and practical lifestyle 
pieces. 

Modest meets retail.

MERCH Trends
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TIE DYE FANNY PACK
This Tie Dye Fanny Pack is the perfect trending accessory. It features a 
zippered main compartment, and adjustable waistband. You can also wear 
this pack as a crossbody bag.

MERCH Trends

1026-15

50

$4.69

Digital Heat Transfer.

2 colours available.
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TRAILSTER TOQUE
This retail inspired Trailster Toque is made of 100% acrylic and features a 
brown patch front and centre to showcase your logo. You can style this toque 
fitted or wear it loose.

MERCH Trends

WC9735

40

$7.49

Pad Print.

2 colours available
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HAMPSHIRE STONEWARE MUG, 16OZ
Mornings have never been so warm with the 16oz Hampshire Stoneware 
Mug. It features a unique shape and an ergonomic handle for comfortable 
sipping! 
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8161

144

$8.89

Imprint.

6 colours available.
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HEATHERED RFID PHONE WALLET + STAND
The Heathered RFID Phone Wallet and Stand is designed to be an all-in-one 
functional solution! The unique custom design allows a phone to be propped 
vertically or horizontally, uses RFID protection for one card, and allows your 
phone to charge wirelessly.
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7142-31

96

$8.65

Deboss.

2 colours available.
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SWED-ISH DISHCLOTH
The Swed-ish Dishcloth is a reusable, biodegradable, and sustainable 
houseware option. It is a cross between a sponge, a paper towel, and a 
dishcloth. Replaces up to 15 rolls of paper towels, it air-dries quickly, and 
features your brand in a creative and eye-catching way.

MERCH Trends

JK-9055

150

$3.09

Custom Full Colour Imprint.

White.
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ALL-OVER CHARGING CABLE 2A
This All-Over Charging cable will keep you connected. Features 2-way inputs: 
USB-A or USB-C, and it fits most wall chargers. The output includes type C 
and dual plug; these fit Apple® 8-Pin and micro-USB devices. High-speed safe 
charging to ensure that the current output of the multi-cable reaches 2A.
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32408

100

$7.19

Laser

3 colours available.
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MIGHTY PERFECT BOUND NOTEBOOK – 7” X 9’’
Elevate your brand with the fully customizable Mighty Perfect 
Bound Scribl Notebook. It features both front and back covers for design and 
messaging, comfortable 7” x 9” writing space, and 150 lined pages.

MERCH Trends

SC107

50

$7.99

Full Digital Print.

Custom.
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TAKOMA DUFFLE BAG
This Takoma Duffle bag is built tough for durability and longevity. It is made 
of 300D heathered polyester and will keep your contents safe with weather-
resistant lining. It features a front zippered pocket and a large spacious main 
compartment to easily fit your essentials!
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B256

75

$8.49

Imprint.

3 colours available.
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WALL SPROUTS PLANTER BLOSSOM KIT
This versatile indoor garden can be affixed to various vertical magnetic surfaces, 
such as refrigerators and file cabinets. Included suction cups also allow for 
placement on windows and other smooth surfaces. Includes indoor garden 
planter, seed packet, peat pellets, three attached magnets, and two optional 
suction cups. Choose a seed packet from the available options: Basil, Clover, 
Coleus, Forget-Me-Not, Marigold, Money Plant, Oregano, Patriotic Mix, Poppy, 
Sunflower, Tomato, or Thyme.
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5654

100

$8.69

Imprint.

Terracotta.
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SILI STRAW
The Sili Straw is a reusable 10” bendable silicone straw set you can bring 
everywhere you go! It features a storage case, stainless steel cleaning brush, 
and carrying carabiner.

MERCH Trends

STW85

Silkscreen

3 colours available.

48

$7.55
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Thank you
Contact your Staples promo rep for more details. 

SPPCanada@Staples.com 1-800-450-6452

mailto:SPPCanada@Staples.com

